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Evolution mindset
The digitisation of work is having an overwhelming impact on industries of all shapes and sizes.
And when it comes to accountancy’s place in this digital revolution, we’re seeing major changes
in numerous ways – from increasing client demands to the rise of the jack-of-all-trades finance
professional, and even in how quickly jobs need to be turned around.
To adapt to these changes and ensure their business thrives, accountancy professionals need to
adopt future-first thinking mindset. They need to embrace the fact that change is inevitable and
seek out new avenues to widen their offering while streamlining their day-to-day tasks.
At APS, we’re at the cutting-edge of the workplace revolution, which is why we’re invested in
bringing our workflow accounting products to firms that will soon be facing major industry
disruptions – our mission is to arm every professional with the right tools to provide their
clientele with fast, accurate and efficient solutions.
This whitepaper will dive into a variety of areas that we see as being pivotal to the changing
marketplace and how automated workflow solutions can benefit accountancy firms, helping
them futureproof themselves against the tides of change. We’ll also hear from a partner at an
accountancy firm who has already taken the lead and sought out effective tools to guide the
practice into this new chapter of the digital economy.

With these insights at your disposal, you will be able to prepare for the industry’s
inevitable evolution while setting yourself on the path to success by beginning your own
workflow journey.
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The future is now: Key changes
affecting the accountancy industry
Enter any modern office and you’ll see how the workplace has changed in just a few short
years. The rise of internet-enabled tools means businesses are more fast-paced that ever – only
matched by their exponentially increasing output.

The age of the dynamic workforce
This evolution of the modern workplace is having a major impact on the accounting industry in
particular – not just in Australia but internationally. In fact, a December 2018 IBISWorld Industry
Report believes this is due to an “increas[ing] demand for a global approach to accounting,
financial and tax advice from the industry”.
The report claims that the effect of globalisation on the industry means firms have to keep up
with global trends, stating: “over the five years to 2018, demand for audit, tax, advisory and other
accounting-related services has increased”.1

With firms needing to provide a wider service offering to their clientele, that directly
impacts their business model in two ways:
•

Rise of on-demand workforces: The gig economy is the new norm – around 2.6
million Australians were employed on a casual basis in 2018, while another 1.3
million were self-employed or sole traders.2 Accountants Daily puts this dramatic
shift down to technology: “New technology platforms are enabling greater access
to short-term, on-demand contract work, giving workers increased flexibility to do
the work they want, when they want.” 3

•

Changing workplace flexibility: And it’s exactly this flexibility that allows a
distributed workforce to pick and choose where – and when – they want to work.
Businesses have to accommodate these needs, especially when they are trying to
attract top talent.

IBISWorld Industry Report: Global Accounting Services – December 2018 – IBISWorld
Casual work and part-time work in Australia in 2018 – Ai Group Economics Research
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For firms to thrive in this complex environment, they will need workflow management software
that can account for this increased mobility.

Shifts in client expectations
Arguably more influential to how firms revise their business models in a digital world is the
shifting expectations of clients.
Rather than boutique agencies that focus on a single discipline of accountancy, everyday
Australians are demanding more from their accountants – and firms that fail to adapt to the
changing needs of their clientele may soon find their customer base looking a little thin.
Take, for example, rural New Zealand firm Balance CA. They saw the writing on the wall that their
traditional business model would not survive the coming revolution. They realised that their
clients now expected them to manage the entire life cycle of their businesses, and also wanted a
full-service offering from a single source, rather than having to engage multiple firms to manage
multiple services.
Balance CA shifted its model from a mere accounting practice to a complete professional services
firm, and while they told Acuity Magazine that it was “more of an incremental transformation, not
an overnight change”, they are now able to offer far more than any of their local competitors.4
Yes, embracing diversification is essential to survive in the new norm, but business owners must
also integrate modern workflow management tools that can help staff navigate the multiple
disciplines their firm is now providing to clients.
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From accounting practice to professional services firm – Acuity Magazine
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New accountancy roles within firms
Depending on how far the firm plans to diversify its offering, they may need to consider
hiring for a number of new roles within their team, or upskill current staff to transition to
new positions. These include but are not limited to:
•

The Specialist: Specialist services are a niche market and include employees
with specialised expertise such as financial planners and business development
managers. Firms that bring these services in-house open themselves up to a wider
audience and create opportunities for cross-departmental learning. Moreover,
practices with in-house specialists can potentially save money over the long term
by hiring them in full-time or part-time positions, rather than spending exorbitant
amounts on consulting fees when they need a short-term specialist solution.

•

The Data Analyst: Data analysis is nothing new, but its influence in a business’s
ongoing success has been heightened by the rise of financial technologies.
For organisations that collect and house huge swathes of data, they need that
information processed to derive useful insights for future decision-making. While
this has been traditionally outsourced, bringing a data analyst in-house can speed
up time to receive insights.

•

The Business Advisor: While not a new role, the business advisor is essential for
companies that want to thrive in the competitive financial world. Depending on
the size and resources of the firm, they may choose to hire an experienced business
advisor on an ad-hoc basis or turn former accountants – who have now been freed
up from time-consuming, repetitive tasks – into advisors that provide higher-value
services to clients.

Because these evolved roles fall outside those of traditional accountancy firms, it creates a
greater need for team alignment, streamlined communication and workflow management. The
right mentality from leadership, combined with a modern workflow management solution and
streamlined internal processes, will help create a smooth transition for the business as a whole.

How emerging technologies can drive new efficiencies
In the 2019 Good Bad Ugly Benchmark Report, respondents were asked to share the biggest
technology challenges they are currently facing. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the top two responses
were ‘Fully utilising our existing systems’ and ‘Lack of integration between systems’.5
Such issues may stem from an inability for employees to maximise their time with existing
systems. There may also be a lack of education on how to best use the software. Or perhaps the
systems themselves are outdated, lacking any sort of cross-system integration, which ultimate
leads to wasted time for staff. What we’re seeing in accountancy firms, especially due to the new
roles that businesses are now taking on, is that cloud software is making their lives easier – but
on its own the cloud isn’t enough.

5

The Good, the Bad & the Ugly 2019: Insights Modern Technology – Business Fitness
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For firms that are still using siloed software for each individual discipline, they could be wasting
time, money and manpower by failing to consolidate all their workflows into a single system.

Expectations for increased collaboration
With more diverse roles in the workplace and more complex tasks demanded by clients,
accountancy firms can expect to see greater collaboration on the ground.

In their 2018 report – The New Physics of Financial Services – The World Economic Forum
found that “collaborative solutions built on shared datasets will radically increase the
accuracy, timeliness, and performance of non-competitive functions, creating mutual
efficiencies in operations and improving the safety of the financial system.”

This increased collaboration will come in many forms, such as different accounting roles working
together to solve problems, accountants and clients sometimes working together in a face-to-face
capacity for issue resolution, and especially local and international practices collaborating due to
a more globalised industry.
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The benefits of automated workflows
within a changing environment
The decision is clear: for accountancy firms to diversify their services and embrace the new
workplace model, they must adopt appropriate software solutions that automate repetitive tasks
and enable greater collaboration between teams.
But what are the actual benefits of investing in an automated workflow solution? How can a
single piece of technology help firms adapt to their changing environment?

1. The ability to cater to new client demands
More than one-quarter of businesses (28%) say their accountants have never sought
any feedback.6 These firms are missing opportunities to meet their clients’ broadening
demands, with full-service accounting firms now the expectation.

2. Driving better client outcomes
Both artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) are some of the most talked about
technologies influencing the future of accounting.7 Smart operators are embracing the
automated power of AI/ML, which can free up human accountants from tasks like data entry and
compliance, and allow them to provide greater value to their clients.
Similarly, cloud software means firms can provide faster solutions to their clients with anywhere,
anytime solutions accessible by any staff member. Moreover, the Internet of Things is helping
firms collect real-time data and customer feedback, which influences decision-making and allows
accountants to give clients actionable business advice faster.
All these new technologies combine to help firms get the job done quicker for their clients. And
for the staff themselves, automated workflow software means they can monitor all current and
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What do SMEs really think about their accountants? – NAB Professional Services
Artificial intelligence and the future of accounting – CPA Australia (podcast)
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upcoming tasks from a single interface, allowing them to understand where a particular project is
up to at a glance.
3. Technology can improve overall efficiencies within the practice
A consolidated accountancy tool like APS Workflow acts as a one-stop-shop for the firm. Allowing
job management to be centralised – despite it acting as a hub for various disciplines – means staff
no longer have to jump between applications, wasting time and energy that could be better spent
attending to their clients’ needs.
This productivity is elevated by mobile-friendly software. With expectations of how and when
we work constantly shifting, accounting professionals are able to act as ‘mobile accountants’,
servicing their clients while on the go. And when they return to their office, they can quickly jump
from their mobile device to their desktop with a seamless transition.

4. Key productivity drivers across multiple departments
Perhaps the greatest benefit for business leaders is the ability to assess Capacity, Transparency
and Allocation at a glance. This means they have a top-level view of all activities in the firm, who
they are assigned to, which staff have capacity for more duties, and greater transparency of the
business’s inner workings.
This oversight allows leaders to optimise their processes to improve employee satisfaction,
boosting staff retention and productivity. Moreover, the software improves how and what
information is accessible by particular staff, which simplifies processes for the back-office team.
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5. Staying competitive in a changing market
Because finance is such a competitive game, firms need to get in on the ground floor with
effective workflow management tools. Once integrated into the day-to-day, task creation and
completion will become smoother. This allows accountants to turn around client work faster
while also building an environment where people want to work.
This can subsequently boost the image of the company, which is hugely beneficial in a gig
economy – especially considering large sectors of the labour pool (e.g. millennials) want to work
for businesses that offer flexibility and embrace the idea of a distributed workforce. Business
leaders who ensure they are offering flexible work arrangements, up-to-date automation tools,
and a workplace where staff are satisfied and productive, have access to a skilled labour force at
the drop of a hat.
For clients, they can expect their needs to be met quickly and by high-performing practitioners.
6. Futureproofing the business
Finally, you want to know that any investment you make in your business will pay dividends
if and when it comes time to move on. Any potential buyer looking at your firm will inevitably
review your in-house systems and automation software.
By using a modern workflow tool like APS Workflow, you can add value to your firm. Automated
functions will already be part of your day-to-day, and you will have a raft of clients who are
retained because the workflow software streamlines tasks and eliminates time-consuming,
repetitive jobs.
So whether you are growing your practice or consolidating your investment workflow, it’s
crucial to prepare for future changes. And investing in digital transformation could boost your
productivity through revenue growth while maximising your ROI.

49

%

Forbes reveals that “McKinsey found […] 49% of leading companies, in revenue
growth, EBIT growth and digital investment, are investing in digital more than their
counterparts do.”
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Futureproofing in action
Tino Di Battista is Partner, Business Advisory and Superannuation, at Nexia Australia. The Nexia
accountancy practice spreads itself across both Australia and New Zealand, and has global links
through Nexia International.
So it’s no surprise that Tino oversees a huge number of employees working across multiple
disparate systems.
“As a Partner in my division, I have clients that have work done across two or three other
divisions,” he says. “But I don’t necessarily know what my clients’ work status is in those other
divisions – say in financial planning or tax consulting or corporate advisory.
“So I can’t actually see what the work status is on those jobs, because each of those areas uses
either an online system, which varies from Monday to Asana, or some people are using Trello,
while others are just using Excel. So we’ve got multiple systems that people are using.”
This challenge not only has an impact on productivity, but the company’s overheads, time
management and the quality of service they are able to provide.
Being a user of APS software from as far back as 2002, Tino was the perfect person to provide
insights on how the latest version of Workflow could be better designed to improve the user
experience (UX).

“

I was videoed completing a few different activities, so APS was monitoring
my mouse movements and eye movements. This was all to improve the
usability and the UX of Workflow.

”
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From his own experience, Tino says he wants a system that is both intuitive and easy to ‘pick up
and play’ as soon as a staff member sits down at their desk.

“

I’ve got a junior who sits in my team and part of their job is preparing
accounts for the manager to review. When they come in each morning,
they open their PC, they log in and are taken to their home screen, which
tells them what jobs they’ve got on for the day. They don’t need to say,
‘Okay, well I’ve got to do a set of accounts for XYZ, I need to go and open up
the ledger program and then open up the work papers.’ Instead, they just
click on the task itself and it will launch straight into not only the ledger
program, but will open up the actual ledger for that client.

”

This is the type of accessibility and streamlined workflow management that Tino is excited about
seeing in the new and improved APS Workflow.
“It looks very intuitive and it really focuses on the user. The system is getting to the point where
users don’t have to think about what software they need to use. They’re just doing a task and
they have all the tools they need in front of them.
“That will mean they can focus on the job itself rather than all the little bits they’ve previously
had to do along the way.”
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How to start your Workflow journey
APS is at the forefront of technological change in accountancy, which is why we’ve spent years
developing our transformative finance solution, Workflow. We understand that firms have had to
evolve to become multidisciplinary service centres – diversity it a must-have.
While on a surface level this appears to be a wise move for profitability, it’s actually created major
stumbling blocks along the sales funnel. Most notably, accountancy firms are being constrained
by individual workflow software for each discipline – separate applications that can’t interact
with each other, share insights or allow employees to jump quickly between tasks.
Because we live in an era where everyone wants more and everyone wants it now, Workflow is a
solution aimed at firms with diverse offerings. It allows you to nurture clients throughout their
entire business life cycle, from the start-up phase through to expansion. And if the time comes to
sell your operation, you now have workflow software and processes in place that are valued at
twice or more than before you consolidated your disciplines into a single workflow solution.

Common challenges – solved with Workflow
Experienced practitioners will remember all too well the days when the accounts team had four
hours (or sometimes more) designated to complete individual tasks. Today, you’re lucky to get
half an hour for that same job, all while jumping between different silos in order to meeting
pressing client demands.

A single click saves time (and money!)
Too many firms are wasting time and resources by siloing their workflow software specific to
individual disciplines – tax workflow software, business workflow software, superannuation
software, and the list goes on.
With our centralised solution, both partners and employees of the firm can see exactly what
needs to be done at a glance, as well as where a project is up to, without the need to navigate
between separate applications.
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So rather than dozens (or more) clicks to determine the progress of any particular task, Workflow
allows staff to monitor everything in the one place, improving efficiencies while reducing the
practice’s overheads.

Workflow acts as your one-stop-shop – think of it as a central hub where you and your
firm’s partners can better manage the team by having access to all the following at a
glance:
•

Staff capacity: Monitor how much (or how little) is assigned to specific employees,
helping you better manage capacity across the board and increase productivity.

•

Overarching transparency: Being able to see what everyone is working on at any
given time eliminates potential resource gaps. It also provides greater oversight and
allows managers to understand exactly what their people are doing – improving
their problem-solving capabilities.

•

Task allocation: Manage how tasks are allocated, deadlines, as well as the level
of a project’s urgency. This holistic approach to workflow management means
nothing can fly under the radar.

Taking back control
In a hypercompetitive industry like accountancy, firms need to take control of their business’s
future by futureproofing themselves against global trends and changes. Workflow allows you to
do just that, in a user-friendly and navigable accountancy solution that solves all the problems
that siloed software brings.
Isn’t it time you took control of your firm’s future?

The future practice starts right here – book a consultation with us today.
Call: (+61) 2 9965 1300
Email: apsau@reckon.com
Website: aps-software.com
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About APS
APS is a division of Reckon, an ASX-listed company. We develop the
software used by the best accounting firms in Australia and New Zealand to
run their businesses and advise their clients.
But APS is more than just software – our solutions are delivered with
a relationship-focused approach. We understand what accounting
firms need, and we can design solutions specifically for your business
requirements to help achieve your firm’s goals.
If you’re ready to embrace the workplace revolution and create smarter
ways to work, we’re here to help. APS can arm you with the right solutions
for your business so you can spend your precious time focusing on core
business objectives.

Australia
(02) 99965 1300
apsau@reckon.com

New Zealand
(+64) 9 302 2228
apsnz@reckon.com

aps-software.com/blogs
/aps-software
@aps_software

www.aps-software.com
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